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We are finally at the end of the longest,
weirdest school year of all time. But
congratulations, you made it! So let’s
celebrate with a double issue of Gate that
is full of fun. We looked back at this crazy
school year by asking a few students about
online lessons and the challenges of learning
from home. Check out their answers and
see if you agree. And talking of answers, we
also tried to find out the solutions to some
very important science questions, like “What
did dinosaurs sound like?”. You can see for
yourself inside. There’s also a feature on
a rather unusual Premier League footballer
named Héctor Bellerín, and we met some
teens who have very famous parents. You
can find out about an American historical
icon, Harriet Tubman, and also we have some
tips for some interesting books to read over
the summer. There’s an article about some
cool adrenaline sports if you’re looking for
a new thrill, and we also visited a place called
East London, that may not be where you
think it is. And that is just the beginning…
Even though it’s been a mad year, we
have really enjoyed putting the magazines
together for you, and we are looking forward
to doing the same again next year, hopefully
in much more normal conditions.
Have a great summer!
Liam, Zuzana and Šimon
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A2–B1 TRAVEL
Activities

For many people, summertime means
traveling abroad. The sun is (usually) shining,
students are free from school schedules,
and traveling brings the possibility of new
experiences. So, how do you bring that same
excitement to summertime if you’re not
leaving town? It’s all about your mindset1.
Auburn Scallon (US)

Now, to be clear, I’m not saying that you can replace
the whole experience of traveling with just your
imagination2. It’s okay to feel disappointed3 if you
had to cancel4 a vacation, or if you miss friends and
family abroad. These are just a few ideas to help find
a little bit of travel fun no matter where you are.

Task 1
Write a list of 5 beautiful places you can
visit in or around your hometown or village
and write why you chose them.
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Our last tip for being a
hometown tourist is simple,
do something you have never done
before or go somewhere you’ve
never been. Find a new way to get to
somewhere you know. Are there any
streets you have never walked along?
If there is a new café or restaurant
nearby, go there and order something
you wouldn’t normally eat or drink. You
could also go to a place that is normally full
of tourists and experience it without all the
people. The most important thing on your
hometown vacation is to enjoy yourself.

Task 2
Choose a building in your area and find
out some interesting facts about it.

Task 3
What place on all the tourist lists for
your country have you never been to?

Discuss
1 What is something that caused a lot of
excitement in your hometown (or online) in
your lifetime?
2 Try to think of places in your country that
could be boring for some but exciting for
others. Describe why someone would enjoy it
or another person wouldn’t.
3 Can you think of something amazing in the
world that you would like to see in person one
day? Is there anything similar to this place
in your hometown (e.g. the world’s tallest
mountain vs. the tallest hill in your area).

Glossary
to catch your eye – to be
interesting or unusual to look at
to run wild – to have no limits;
to go freely in all directions

Vocabulary
1 mindset [ ˈmaɪndset] – způsob uvažování
2 imagination [ ɪmædʒɪˈneɪʃn] – představivost
3 disappointed [ dɪsəˈpɔɪntɪd] – zklamaný
4 to cancel [ˈkænsl] – zrušit
5 to capture [ˈkæptʃə(r)] – zachytit
6 commentary [ˈkɒməntri] – komentář
7 silly [ˈsɪli] – bláznivý
8 trash can [ ˈtræʃ kæn] – popelnice
9 boredom [ ˈbɔːdəm] – nuda
10 haunted [ ˈhɔːntɪd] – strašidelný
11 accurate [ ˈækjərət] – přesný
12 to make up – vymyslet
13 pigeon [ ˈpɪdʒɪn] – holub
14 squirrel [ ˈskwɪrəl] – veverka
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A2-B1 Literature

CD

Track 1

tf

Activities

Akata Witch

Each of these wonderful books takes
place in a different country. Not only that:
each is in a different genre, from fantasy
to memoir, and from romance to thriller.
They share something in common,
though: they are all about
growing up.

by Nnedi Okorafor
Nigeria
Fantasy

location
genre

Al
l

Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)

Task
What issues does each book deal
with? Write them down. Are the
books similar in any way?

T

in

g

Up

welve-year-old Sunny doesn’t fit in1. She’s
an albino*, which makes life difficult both
practically (the Nigerian sun is difficult for her)
and socially2 (prejudice3 against albinos is strong).
She’s also American: her parents emigrated to the US
before she was born, and only recently decided to
return to Nigeria. Sunny misses her friends and her
football team. Her new classmates are unfriendly and
cruel. They call her akata (meaning “wild animal”),
a word so offensive4 that Nigerian versions of this
book have a different title.

Gr
ow

Then something powerful begins to wake inside her.
Sunny learns that she is one of the Leopard People,
born with magical abilities. The Leopards have
their own society, and she makes three new friends
among them. Together they learn to master5 their
powers, which they must soon use to stop Black Hat
Otokoto, a serial killer who is using murder to create
the worst kind of juju (= magic). The story combines
the everyday experiences of growing up with a rich
magical world based on West African mythology.
issues

Educated
by Tara Westover
USA
Memoir

location
genre

W

hen she was a child, Tara’s
government-hating father
tried to keep her existence
hidden from the authorities6. She and
her siblings had no birth certificates7.
They had never seen a doctor or
nurse, never been in a classroom.
She spent her childhood exploring
the Idaho countryside, working in her
father’s junkyard8 and riding horses
rather than learning in a classroom.
But the dream turned bad as Tara
began to grow up. Her brother
became violent and abusive9,
and her family and their very
conservative, religious community

6
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did nothing. When Tara finally spoke
up about the abuse, she was forced
to leave home. At 17 she decided
to go to school for the first time.
She knew nothing – had never even
heard of the Holocaust, for example.
It was a shock to discover that the
world view she had learnt from her
parents was a lie. She decided to go
to college, determined10 to change
her life for the better. Educated is the
full story of this change.
issues

S

Koyal Dark,
Mango Sweet

ixteen-year-old Jeeta
is a modern young
Indian woman: smart,
funny and independent.
Unfortunately, her parents don’t
think much of her attitude11. Her
mother worries about where they
will find a husband for their darkskinned and rebellious youngest daughter.
Jeeta watches in horror as her older sisters
go through the traditional process of arranged
marriages12 to men they hardly know. She feels
sick knowing that it will be her turn next.

by Kashmira Sheth
India
Romance

location
genre

D
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* koyal dark – refers to
the skin colour of the
main character

Pl

s,

Her feelings only grow stronger as she spends more
time with her best friend, Sarina, whose own parents
are modern and educated. Why can’t her parents
see that India is changing? Why can’t they accept
her as a strong young woman with her own mind?
When she falls in love with Sarina’s cousin Neel, Jeeta
realises that she must find a way to take control of
her life. Koyal Dark, Mango Sweet is a sweet, funny
story that shows the conflict between tradition and
modern life in Mumbai.

O
ve
r

th

e

issues

Glossary
albino – a person
with no pigment
in the hair or skin

cd Task
Listen to some simplified excerpts
from the books and match each
one to the correct book.
→ Solutions in the tf

Patron Saints
of Nothing
by Randy Ribay
The Philippines
Thriller

location
genre

J

Vocabulary
to fit in – zapadnout
socially [ˈsəʊʃəli] – společensky
prejudice [ ˈpredʒədɪs] – předsudek
offensive [əˈfensɪv] – urážlivý
to master [ˈmɑːstə(r)] – naučit se
authorities [ ɔːˈθɒrətiz] – úřady
birth certificate [ˈbɜːθ sətɪfɪkət] – rodný list
junkyard [ˈdʒʌŋkjɑːd] – vrakoviště
abusive, abuse [ əˈbjuːsɪv əˈbjuːs] –
tyranský, týrání
10 determined [dɪˈtɜːmɪnd] – odhodlaný
11 attitude [ˈætɪtjuːd] – postoj
12 arranged marriage [ əˌreɪndʒd ˈmærɪdʒ] –
dohodnutý sňatek
13 investigation [ ɪnˌvestɪˈɡeɪʃn] – vyšetřování
14 roots [ruːts] – kořeny
15 tough [tʌf] – tvrdý, drsný
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

ay Reguero is a Filipino boy
who has grown up in the
US. His life is a simple one
of study and video games. Then
he learns that his cousin and
childhood friend, Jun, has
been murdered by the
police in the Philippines.
None of his family will talk
about it. He decides to go
“home” to find out what happened.

Jun’s murder was part of President
Duterte’s war on drugs, which
has resulted in the deaths of
many innocent people. The naïve
American teenager finds himself
facing serious danger as he tries to
solve his cousin’s murder. He learns
about the country of his roots14
and some tough15 lessons about
himself, too.
issues

His amateur investigation13 into
Jun’s death soon leads him into
a world he didn’t know existed.
Gate May-June 2021
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A2–B1 People / Culture

Our hyperconnected
lives make the planet
feel like a pretty
small place. So it is
amazing to think
that there are around
100 tribes1 who live
in complete isolation
from the modern
world, with a lifestyle
that hasn’t changed
for thousands of
years. Most of them
we know very little
about, but these
two have caught the
world’s attention for
different reasons.

Away
from the
World

Liam Peach (UK)

The North
Sentinelese
The people living on
North Sentinel Island in
the Bay of Bengal have
been called the world’s
most dangerous isolated
tribe, and for a good
reason: most people
who have come into
contact with them have
not lived to tell the tale2.
And lots of people have
tried to make contact
over the years, including
British colonialists,
Christian missionaries
and anthropologists.
None of them have
been able to find out
much about the North
Sentinelese, including
even how many of them
live there (it’s pretty hard
to count with arrows3
raining down on you!).
There may be as few as
15 of them or as many as
500. Most estimates4 say
between 50 and 300.

Living the Old Way
We know that their language
is very different from the
languages spoken on nearby
islands, which suggests they
have been in isolation for
thousands of years. They are
a hunter-gatherer5 society
and they use bows6 and
arrows and make canoes.
They don’t seem to have any
agriculture7. They don’t wear
clothes, apart from some
headbands8 and necklaces
and both men and women
wear bark strings9 around
their waists10, with the men
carrying daggers11 in theirs.

A Violent Welcome
The North Sentinelese
were most recently in the
news in 2018 for killing an
American missionary who
went there illegally (Indian
law bans people from
going within 9km of the
island), and most people
who have tried to visit have
met with similar hostility12.
In 1974 filmmakers from
National Geographic
wanted to visit the island
to make a documentary.
They reached the beach
and left gifts, but had to
leave after being attacked
with arrows. The director
was shot in the leg and he
saw the man who shot him
laughing proudly about
it. The documentary was
never made, but they did
get the first photos of
the islanders.

The Anthropologist
with Coconuts
The North Sentinelese
are reluctant13 to meet
outsiders in other
ways too. When Indian
anthropologist T.N. Pandit
approached the island, he
saw the North Sentinelese
turn their backs on him
and then squat14 down
like they were going
to the toilet. It seemed
like a pretty clear sign
he was unwelcome. But
Pandit was not so easily
discouraged15 and went
back several times, and
in 1991 the islanders met
him without weapons and
accepted coconuts from
him as a gift. This was
quite unusual, though, and
it is clear that the North
Sentinelese would prefer
to be left alone.

The Awá
The Awá have lived deep
in the Brazilian rainforest
for thousands of years,
far away from civilisation.
However, theirs is now
a sad story of what
happens when the modern
world meets ancient
peoples. These days it is
wrong to call the Awá
uncontacted, as probably
only about 60 of them
still live their traditional
lifestyle and have never
come into contact
with outsiders.

Losing Their Home
Most Awá now have no
choice but to accept the
outside world, as there is
no way of avoiding it. This
is because their home,
the Amazon rainforest,
is quickly disappearing.
Every year loggers16 cut
down more and more of
the rainforest, not only
destroying the Awá’s home,
but also scaring away the
animals like monkeys,
peccaries (= prasátka
pekari) and tapirs that
they hunt. Loggers and
ranchers17 even murder
indigenous18 people who
are in their way.
The Awá traditionally
lived in settlements, with
the rainforest providing
everything they needed.
But when Europeans came
in the 1800s, the Awá had
to change their way of
life and become nomadic,
moving from place to
place as the Amazon was
cut down. Eventually even
this became impossible
and these days most
Awá live in villages in
a 1,000km2 reserve. And it
is not just the destruction
of their home that is
a problem for the Awá.
Contact with the outside
world means contact with
diseases to which they
have never developed an
immunity. Viruses that are
common for us are often
deadly for them.

Discuss
What would you want to ask people
who live the old way?
Why do you think it is important to
protect them?
How can you find clothes and food in nature?

Survival
International
For all these reasons,
the future for the tribe
doesn’t look good, but
they are at last receiving
some help. Charities like
Survival International
are doing their best to
help protect these tribes
around the world and
raise awareness19 of their
situation with the help
of celebrities like Gillian
Anderson and Colin Firth.
We can learn a lot from
how indigenous people
live in harmony with the
natural world and when
we lose tribes like the Awá,
we lose an important part
of ourselves too.

Vocabulary
tribe [traɪb] – kmen
to tell the tale [teɪl] – vyprávět příběh
arrow [ˈærəʊ] – šíp
estimate [ˈestɪmət] – odhad
hunter-gatherer [hʌntə ˈɡæðərə(r)] –
lovec a sběrač
6 bow [bəʊ] – luk
7 agriculture [ˈæɡrɪkʌltʃə(r)] – zemědělství
8 headband [ ˈhedbænd] – čelenka
9 bark string [ bɑːk ˈstrɪŋ] – provázek z kůry
10 waist [ weɪst] – pas
11 dagger [ ˈdæɡə(r)] – dýka
12 to meet with hostility [hɒˈstɪləti] –
narazit na nepřátelství
13 reluctant [rɪˈlʌktənt] – neochotný
14 to squat [ skwɒt] – dřepnout si
15 to discourage [dɪsˈkʌrɪdʒ] – odradit
16 logger [lɒɡə(r)] – dřevorubec
17 rancher [ ˈrɑːntʃə(r)] – rančer, farmář
18 indigenous [ ɪnˈdɪdʒənəs] –
původní, domorodý
19 to raise awareness [reɪz əˈweənəs] –
zvýšit povědomí
1
2
3
4
5

Task
Complete the sentences with the
correct words from the article.

1
2

The North Sentinelese are known as the
most ________________ isolated tribe.
They live on an ________________ in the Bay of Bengal.
The North Sentinelese use bows and

3

________________ to hunt and they only wear
headbands, ________________ and bark strings.

4
5
6

The Awá live in the Brazilian ________________ but
every year they lose more and more of their home.
The Awá hunt animals such as
________________ and ________________ .
These days they live in villages in a ________________ .
→ Solutions in the tf
Gate May-June 2021
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Whether he’s
playing in the
Premier League,
modelling on
a catwalk1 or
fighting for the
environment,
there’s no
question he’s
not your typical
footballer.
Meet Héctor
Bellerín.

Early Days
Héctor Bellerín
Moruno was born
in Barcelona in 1995.
From an early age
he was football mad,
encouraged2 by his dad.
He says some of his
earliest memories are him
and his dad jumping over
the fence at a local school
at the weekend to play
football together. So it was
no surprise that he joined
FC Barcelona‘s legendary3
youth academy
La Masia when he
was eight years
old. But Héctor
has always thought
differently. At the
age of 16 he became
unhappy with life in
the academy and
left. Not only the
academy, but the
country too. He had
the chance to sign
for4 Premier League
club Arsenal, and
after one visit to
their training ground
he made up his
mind5. His future
was in London.

Héctor
Bellerín

Liam Peach (UK)

London Life

Leaving sunny Spain at
the age of just 16 was not
easy, but Héctor fell in love
with the English capital,
and it changed him as
a person too. As he says,
“I’ve always wanted to be
a bit different, but I think
London had a massive6
influence on that. At the
age of 16 coming over
here, walking out on the
street and seeing so many
people just doing their
own thing, it inspired
me a lot”. By the time he
was 18, he was playing
for the Arsenal first team
as a speedy right-sided
defender7 and soon he
started to make a name for
himself, both on the pitch8
and off it. Today Héctor
has been at Arsenal longer
than any other player and
has helped the club win
three FA Cups*
in his time there.

Footballer,

A2–B1 Profile

Speaking Out

Unlike many footballers, Héctor
is not afraid to speak his mind,
and wants to use the power he
has as a famous sportsman to
make the world a better place.
Another huge passion of his is
environmentalism, and he is
involved with lots of different
projects that try to help the
planet. Last year he promised
to pay for 3,000 trees to be
planted in the Amazon every time
Arsenal won in June and July. He
had hoped to plant 30,000 new
trees and after seven Arsenal
wins and many donations18
from football fans, more than
58,000 were planted in the end.
Héctor also became a vegan
after watching documentaries
on Netflix about how bad the
meat industry is for animals and
the planet. His latest project has
given him the chance to combine
his passion for the planet with
his love of fashion by designing
a range of clothes made from
sustainable materials19 for H&M.

Fashionista,

Fashion and football are two
things that don’t usually go
together, but for Bellerín they are
his biggest passions9. His love of
the game comes from his dad, but
he gets his flair for10 fashion from
his mum’s side of the family. His
grandma had a clothes factory
and his mum is a fashion designer.
Héctor grew up around fabrics11,
clothes and sewing machines12.
Fashion had always been a part of
his life, but living in London gave
him the confidence13 to express
himself. As he says, “London is
a city where there are so many
different styles, so many different
groups of people and subcultures,
that even if you do get looks in
the street, you don’t really care”.

And Héctor soon went on to
prove that he really doesn’t care
what people think, wearing an
outfit14 of hot pink shorts and
a hot pink snakeskin hoodie15
on the catwalk at Paris Fashion
Week in 2019. Because of his
approach to fashion some have
called him the trendiest man in
football, and he loves to show off
his new styles to his 2.9 million
Instagram followers. This eye for
style also meant he was asked
to become creative director for
Volta, the street-football mode in
the video game FIFA. For FIFA 21,
Héctor designed five kits16 that
were each inspired by something
important to him – from his home
Barcelona to LGBTQ rights and
racial equality17.

Fighte

The Footballing
Fashionista

These are just a few examples
of Héctor’s activities outside
football, where he continues to
be one of the best players in the
world in his position. Whatever
the future brings for him, there is
no doubt he will do it in his own
unique style.

Glossary
The FA (Football Association) Cup –
England’s (and the world’s) oldest and
most famous knockout (= vyřazovací)
competition

Vocabulary
1 catwalk [ˈkætwɔːk] – přehlídkové molo
2 to encourage sb [ɪnˈkʌrɪdʒ] –
podporovat někoho
3 legendary [ˈledʒəndri] – legendární
4 to sign for [saɪn ˈ fɔː(r)] –
podepsat smlouvu s
5 to make up one’s mind –
rozhodnout se
6 massive [ ˈmæsɪv] – obrovský
7 defender [ dɪˈfendə(r)] – obránce
8 pitch [pɪtʃ] – fotbalové hříště
9 passion [ ˈpæʃn] – láska, vášeň
10 (to have) a flair for sth [fleə(r)] –
mít talent, cit pro něco
11 fabric [ˈfæbrɪk] – látka
12 sewing machine
[ˈsəʊɪŋ məʃiːn] – šicí stroj
13 confidence [ˈkɒnfɪdəns] – sebevědomí
14 outfit [ˈaʊtfɪt] – sada oblečení, model
15 hoodie [ ˈhʊdi] – mikina s kapucí
16 (football) kit [kɪt] – fotbalový dres
17 racial equality [reɪʃl iˈkwɒləti] –
rasová rovnost
18 donation [ dəʊˈneɪʃn] – dar
19 sustainable material
[səˈsteɪnəbl məˈtɪəriəl] –
ekologicky šetrný materiál
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A2–B1

East
London
SA

City Hall

Kristine Botha

I come from East London, a beautiful seaside
city on the southeast coast of South Africa. As
its name suggests, it was once home to English
settlers1, who established2 the city on the land of
the native Xhosa people. It’s a very diverse3 city
with people of many races and ethnicities.
Slummies

Speaking
Like a Local
The people in East London
may speak isiXhosa, English,
or Afrikaans (a language
developed from Dutch) as
their first language, but most
people are educated in English
or isiXhosa. Visitors will be
fine just speaking English, but
learning an isiXhosa greeting
may be a useful and polite
way of showing your respect
to locals. You can say “Molo”
(Hello) or “Enkosi Kakhulu”
(Thank you very much).
These phrases are easy to say
and remember.

12
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As a child, I grew up in the suburbs4 of
East London and went to a local school,
where I had to wear a bright green school
uniform, including a dress and a blazer5.
Most traditional schools require a uniform,
something that came from British colonial
rule6 in South Africa. An unfortunate fact
is that the suburbs of East London are not
very safe. I loved jogging and riding my

bike, but always had to be home before
dark and not go too far. At the same
time, however, some places still feel like
a small town with a sense of community,
and people are generally warm and
helpful. Many locals call their hometown
“Slummies”. This is not because it
looks like a slum7 but strangely it is an
expression of love for their city.

Task

Ocean Lifestyle
East London is located on
the coast next to the Indian
Ocean, which is a big part
of the city’s culture and
lifestyle. There are beautiful
sandy beaches that attract
locals and tourists almost all year-round. The weather is mild and the
temperature never goes below 8°C or above 30°C. You’ll see plenty of
surfers, water-skiers, kayakers and boaters in East London, ready to
catch the next wave at the beach or enjoy one of the four lovely rivers.

The Living Fossil

Something special about
East London is that it’s the
only city in South Africa to
have a river port, which
is located at the mouth8
of the Buffalo River. The
harbour is home to
restaurants where you
can enjoy freshly caught
fish and see the cargo9 ships arriving. On the topic of fish, one thing
East London is famous for is that it is the place where the coelacanth,
a prehistoric-looking fish, was rediscovered by
museum curator10 Marjorie Courtenay-Latimer
in 1938. Scientists had thought this fish became
extinct11 about 66 million years ago, so this was
a really big discovery. The new species was
then named Latimeria chalumnae (= latimérie
podivná) after the curator. You can visit the East
London Museum to learn more about this fish.

Animals Everywhere You Look
From the sea to the land, it’s clear that
wildlife makes East London a destination
for all animal lovers. If you want to see
some African animals, you can visit one
of the nearby game reserves12 such as
Inkwenkwezi Private Game Reserve, home
to endangered13 rhinoceroses, beautiful
giraffes, and a not-too-friendly family of
water buffalo14. I have been lucky enough
to be inside the white lion’s area during
feeding time, and hearing the growls15 and the sounds of a lion breaking the
bones of a dead horse will forever stay in my memory – as will the awful smell!

Each of the following sentences about East London
contains a mistake. Can you correct them?

1

Enkosi Kakhulu is an isiXhosa phrase
that means ’good afternoon’.

2

Children who go to British schools
have to wear a school uniform.

3

Many people enjoy doing watersports
on one of the three rivers in East London.

4

A museum curator called Marjorie CourtenayLatimer rediscovered a coelacanth fossil in 1938.

5

The family of water buffalo at Inkwenkwezi
Private Game Reserve are very friendly.

6

Locals believe that the milkshakes from
Friesland Milk Bar are the best in Africa.
→ Solutions in the tf

 Language Point
Harbour or Port?
A harbour is a place where ships can
safely stay. It can be natural or manmade. A port is a man-made place where
ships stop for cargo or passengers.

Vocabulary
settler [ˈsetlə(r)] – osadník
to establish [ɪˈstæblɪʃ] – založit
diverse [ daɪˈvɜːs] – různorodý
suburbs [ ˈsʌbɜːbz] – předměstí
blazer [ ˈbleɪzə(r)] – sako
rule [ruːl] – vláda
slum [slʌm] – chudinská čtvrť
mouth [ maʊθ] – ústí
cargo [ ˈkɑːɡəʊ] – nákladní
curator [ kjʊəˈreɪtə(r)] – kurátorka
to become extinct [ɪkˈstɪŋkt] – vymřít
game reserve [ˈɡeɪm rɪzɜːv] –
zvířecí rezervace
13 endangered [ɪnˈdeɪndʒəd] – ohrožený
14 water buffalo [ˈwɔːtə bʌfələʊ] –
buvol domácí
15 growls [ ɡraʊlz] – vrčení
16 treat [ triːt] – dobrota
17 gem [dʒem] – skvost
18 to thrive [ θraɪv] – prospívat
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Milkshake on the Beach
On a tastier topic, East London
is home to the best milkshakes
in South Africa (according to
the locals anyway). Many East
Londoners have happy memories
of Sunday drives to Friesland Milk
Bar, down by the main beach,
and parking in front of the ocean
to enjoy the sweet treat16. It’s

a small, family-owned business
that East London is very proud of.
Although East London is not
a massive business centre like
Johannesburg, or internationally
popular like Cape Town, it is
definitely a gem17 of the southeast
coast where farmers, animallovers and ocean fanatics thrive18.
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A2–B1 Quiz

CD

Track 2

Gate Writers and Their
Hometowns Quiz
Throughout this school year we have shown you around the places
our writers come from. If you have read the series, see how much
you have learnt about these interesting destinations.

Task 1

Task 2

Can you put these places
on the world map?

Do you recognize what places of interest the pictures show?
Match the pictures with the places from Task 1.

Auckland

A

Hastings

Connemara

Los Angeles

Philadelphia

Nova Scotia

B

E

Uffington White Horse

C

F

D

G

→ Solutions in the tf

Task 3

Task 4

Listen to the descriptions (CD Track 2) and try to guess
which place from the series is being described.

Some of our writers weren’t able to write about their
hometowns. Can you work out where they are from?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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A2–B1 Geography

Lon ns
s
d
o
Londons
d
n
o
LLo
ns
o
The Other

Did you know that London has only ten houses? Or
that most Londoners voted for Donald Trump? Or that
London is only 7km from Paris? They’re all true about
other places called London, not the one in England.
Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)

The World’s
Smallest London
The tiny village of London in the French
region of Burgundy has around ten houses.
You could drive through it and not even
notice. Even most French people have
never heard of it. The fact that it shares its
name with the British capital is probably
a coincidence8, but it had 15 minutes of
fame in 2012.
A British company organized an egg-onspoon race in the village, then put up big
adverts9 in the UK saying it was “Sponsor
of the biggest athletics event in London!”
Underneath, in small letters, it said
“(London, France, that is.)” London in the
UK had a fairly big athletics event going on
at the time – the Olympic Games. Clever.

Tropical London
London (population 1,829) is on the Pacific
island of Kiritimati. Like London, England, it is
the local centre for banking (meaning it has
the island’s only bank and its only ATM1). As
you can guess it is not very like its namesake2
at all. It is hot and humid3, and you’re never
more than 400m from the beach.
This island is also home to two other villages
named after places in Europe: Paris is a few
kilometres away, and Poland only slightly
further off. Kiritimati itself is part of the
island nation of Kiribati. It used to be British,
and many people there speak at least some
English as well as the native language.

The London
Between the Lakes
Canada has a London, too, a city of 384,000
people in southwestern Ontario. Like the
London in the UK, it is on the River Thames.
Those aren’t the only names that the cities
have in common: both Londons have
Westminsters, Hyde Parks and Victoria Parks!
London, Ontario is located in between three
of the Great Lakes (Lake Huron, Lake Erie
and Lake Ontario), which means beaches
and watersports. It’s just a two-hour
drive to Toronto in one direction, Detroit
in another and Niagara Falls in a third. In
London, England, it can take two hours just
to cross the city!

← The US has 18 Londons, of which the

second-largest is London, Kentucky. It’s
officially a city, but it’s very unlike4 its huge,
multicultural namesake. It has a population
of just 8,000, is over 96% white and very
politically conservative.

Kentucky Fried London

This London is most famous as home to
the annual5 World Chicken Festival, which
celebrates the life of Colonel Sanders, the
founder6 of KFC. The festival features the
world’s largest frying pan7, big enough to
cook 600 chicken quarters at a time.

A Home Away From Home?
Migrants have named thousands of cities
and towns after their old homes. The USA
alone has five Berlins (plus Bonn, Coburg
and many others), two cities named Prague
(and Mělník, Kolín, two Karlíns…) and Nitra
(named after Nitra, Slovakia).

Vocabulary
1 ATM (automated teller machine)
[eɪ tiː ˈem] – bankomat
2 namesake [ ˈneɪmseɪk] – jmenovec
3 humid [ ˈhjuːmɪd] – vlhký
4 unlike [ ʌnˈlaɪk] – odlišný
5 annual [ ˈænjuəl] – každoroční
6 founder [ ˈfaʊndə(r)] – zakladatel
7 frying pan [ ˈfraɪɪŋ pæn] –
pánev na smažení
8 coincidence [kəʊˈɪnsɪdəns] –
shoda náhod
9 advert [ ˈædvɜːt] – reklama
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It has been a school year like no
other, but now it is nearly over. How
did you deal with staying at home
and learning online? What was hard
about it? Was there anything positive
about the whole situation? We asked
some of you for your thoughts.
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Vocabulary
willpower [ˈwɪlpaʊə(r)] – síla vůle
to mute [mjuːt] – ztlumit (zvuk)
district [ˈdɪstrɪkt] – okres
healing [ˈhiːlɪŋ] – léčivý
stuck [ stʌk] – zaseknutý
to collect oneself [kəˈlekt] –
sebrat se, vzpamatovat se
7 to procrastinate [prəˈkræstɪneɪt] – otálet
8 distraction, to get distracted
[dɪˈstrækʃn dɪˈstræktɪd] –
rozptýlení, být rozptýlen
9 to take sth for granted [ˈɡrɑːntɪd] –
brát něco jako samozřejmost
10 astonished [ əˈstɒnɪʃt] – udivený
11 corridor [ ˈkɒrɪdɔː(r)] – chodba
12 to sb’s delight [dɪˈlaɪt] – k něčí radosti
13 beret [ˈbereɪ] – baret
14 chatter [ˈtʃætə(r)] – klábosení
15 to adapt to sth [əˈdæpt] –
přizpůsobit se něčemu
16 to trust [ trʌst] – věřit, důvěřovat
1
2
3
4
5
6
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a2–B1 UK Traditions

CD

Tracks 3–6

tf

Activities

Trooping the Colour

Swans, Keys and
Flags: Must-See
Royal Ceremonies
The British royal family has a very long history of traditions.
From spectacular1 weddings to opening Parliament, everything
is a ceremony for royalty. But if you think a wedding in the
royal family is a big occasion, take a look at these other
ceremonies. Which one would you like to see? Are there any
Karen Cryer (UK)
similar ceremonies in the Czech Republic?

Opening of Parliament

Y

ou are probably familiar with2
the Queen’s Guard3. You know,
the men in the red coats and tall,
furry4, black hats. They are one
of the best-known symbols of the
United Kingdom, along with doubledecker buses and red post boxes. The
Queen’s Guard (a group of soldiers)
protect the royal family and take
part in many ceremonies. Trooping
the Colour is a huge spectacle5.
To celebrate the Queen’s official
birthday every year in June, 1,400
members of the Queen’s Guard
parade6 down The Mall (a big road in
London between Buckingham Palace
and Trafalgar Square). Four hundred
musicians and 200 horses also take
part in the parade. The “colour” refers
to the colourful flags that represent
each regiment7 of the Queen’s Guard.
This ceremony has been taking place
for more than 270 years. It is held
on the second Saturday in June no
matter when the current monarch’s
birthday is. And the reason? Very
simple: the weather. It was Edward
VII who moved the birthday
celebration to its June date. His
actual birthday was in November and
he wanted to make sure the weather
was good for the event. Do you know
when the Queen’s real birthday is?

T

he British Parliament’s year can
only begin when the Queen
allows it. This tradition starts with
the Queen travelling to the Palace
of Westminster where she dresses
in her jewelled crown8 and red
velvet robe9. A procession travels
to the House of Lords (= Sněmovna
lordů) with the Queen leading the
way. Here, she delivers a speech10,
which is actually written by the
government and summarises
what they want to do in the new
parliamentary year.
The strangest part of this ceremony is
when a House of Lords official called
Black Rod (because of the black rod11
he carries) goes to the other part of
Parliament, the House of Commons
(= Dolní sněmovna). They slam the
door12 in his face, which symbolises
that the House of Commons is
independent from the royal family*.
Black Rod is only allowed in when
he knocks three times with his
rod. It’s an odd13 tradition, but this
extravagant ritual is part of royal and
parliamentary tradition.
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T

he royal family have owned all
unmarked14 mute swans15 in the UK
since the 12th century. This type of swan
doesn’t migrate and doesn’t make as
much noise as other swans. The tradition
of Swan Upping (marking the swans
according to their owner) began many
years ago in the 12th century and still
takes place on the River Thames today.
In the past, people ate these swans at
royal banquets, but thankfully, Swan
Upping today is all about conservation16
and not about eating swans. However,
the tradition is still the same. Teams of
“swan uppers” dress in red and row17
boats along the River Thames looking for
swans. When they see a family of swans,
everyone shouts “All up!”. They measure
and weigh the swans and make sure
they are all healthy. This ceremony lasts
for five days every July.

Swan Upping

A

lthough the Ceremony of the Keys has happened for 700 years, not many
people know about it. Originally, this tradition started to lock the gates of the
Tower of London and keep it safe (the Crown Jewels are kept there now). Every
night at exactly 9.53pm, the chief yeoman warder (the main Tower of London
guard) walks with a group of guards carrying a lantern18 and keys. After the warder
locks all the gates, they all walk to the Bloody Tower.
Here, a sentry (a type of guard) asks “Who comes
there?” and every night, they say the same thing:
Warder: “The keys.”
Sentry: “Whose keys?“
Warder: “Queen Elizabeth’s keys.”
Sentry: “Pass Queen Elizabeth’s keys. All’s well.”
The keys are then taken to a building called the
Queen’s House where they are kept overnight.
Over the past 700 years, this tradition has never
changed, making it one of the oldest military
ceremonies in the world.

The Ceremony of the Keys

Task
Read the article and answer the following
questions. Which of the ceremonies:

1

takes place the most often?

2

is the most attended?

3

is important for the UK’s political life?

4

involves counting?

5

is the oldest?

6

does the Queen take an active part in?
→ Solutions in the tf

Vocabulary
1 spectacular [ spekˈtækjələ(r)] – velkolepý
2 to be familiar with sth [ fəˈmɪliə(r)] –
znát, mít povědomí o něčem
3 guard [ ɡɑːd] – stráž
4 furry [ˈfɜːri] – chlupatý
5 spectacle [ˈspektəkl] – podívaná
6 to parade [ pəˈreɪd] – pochodovat
7 regiment [ˈredʒɪmənt] – pluk
8 jewelled crown [ˈdʒuːəld kraʊn] –
koruna ozdobená drahokamy
9 velvet robe [ˈvelvɪt rəʊb] –
sametový plášť
10 to deliver a speech [ dɪˈlɪvə(r) spiːtʃ] –
pronést projev
11 rod [rɒd] – hůl
12 to slam the door [ slæm] –
prásknout dveřmi
13 odd [ɒd] – divný
14 unmarked, to mark [ʌnˈmɑːrkt mɑːk] –
neoznačený, označit
15 mute swan [ mjuːt swɒn] – labuť velká
(mute – němý)
16 conservation [ kɒnsəˈveɪʃn] – ochrana
17 to row [ rəʊ] – veslovat
18 lantern [ˈlæntən] – lucerna

*The House of Lords is not as independent. They are appointed (= jmenováni) by the Queen.
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a2–B1 History / Personality

CD

Track 7

tf

Activities

Harriet
Tubman
Part 1

Born Into Slavery
When Harriet was born, slavery was
nothing new in the world. It is as old as
civilization. There were slaves in ancient
Egypt, Greece and Rome. Slaves built the
pyramids and they even built the White
House. In our modern world we know
slavery is wrong and horribly evil, but it
still exists to this day.

For Freedom

Not much is known about Harriet’s early
life. This is not unusual for people born
into slavery. Historians think she was born
between 1820 and 1822 in Dorchester
County3, Maryland. Harriet grew up on
a plantation4. She and her family were
owned by the Brodess family. Her mother
worked as a cook and her father managed
the forests on the plantation. Harriet had
eight siblings5 but most of them were sold
and Harriet hardly knew them.
CD part 1

On June 19th the United States remembers the end of slavery1.
This holiday is called Juneteenth. On this occasion we bring you
the story of Harriet Tubman, an American slave2 who escaped to
freedom but continued returning to the South to help other
slaves to escape. Her life shows the horrors of slavery, but
also how bravery can change the world.
Patrick Phillips (US)

How did Harriet get her name?

Part 2

Part 6

A Child Taking Care of a Child

A Happy Ending?

When Harriet was five she was rented to
another family. Her job was to take care of
a baby. When the baby cried Harriet was
whipped6. As Harriet grew older she began
to fight back against slavery. She talked
back7 to her masters8 and sometimes she
refused to work. She got more whippings
for this but she did not care. Harriet hated
injustice9 and she knew slavery was wrong.

After the war black people still had many
problems. There was no such thing as equal
rights17 for them. It was difficult for them to
find work and a place to live. Harriet bought
a farm in the state of New York where she
lived with her parents. She also founded18
a home where homeless black people could
stay until they could take care of themselves.

One day, when Harriet was 12, she was
working in the fields when a slave tried to
run away. A white worker threw a heavy
weight10 at the slave to stop him. Harriet
saw this and ran in front of the slave to
protect him. The weight hit Harriet and
broke her skull11.
CD part 2

Did the owners help her? What
were the effects of the injury?

Part 4

The Underground Railroad
Harriet was not satisfied with being free.
She would not be happy until all the slaves
were free. She soon began working for
an organization called the Underground
Railroad. The Underground Railroad wasn’t
really a railroad. It was a network of safe
houses owned by white people who were
against slavery. These people were called
abolitionists because they wanted slavery
to be abolished14.

What did Harriet do when
slaves wanted to go back?

Part 3

CD part 3

What was the biggest problem
for slaves running away?

On March 10, 1913 Harriet Tubman died of
pneumonia19. She was over 80 years old.
In newspapers around the country people
wrote about her bravery and kindness.
Harriet’s life was difficult but very full. She
said about her time in the Underground
Railroad, “I can say what most train
conductors can’t say: I never ran my
train off the tracks20 and I never lost
a passenger.”

The Great Escape

Harriet went on alone. She had to make it
160km across Maryland to Pennsylvania.
Harriet had to travel through swamps13 full
of snakes and mosquitoes. She could only
travel at night and used the stars to guide
her. The way was hard but she made it
to freedom.

What happened to
Harriet later in life?

Harriet wasn’t the only conductor15 on the
Underground Railroad, but she was the best.
She made 13 trips guiding slaves through
the same swamps and forests she had gone
through alone before. They always left on
a Saturday night and they only traveled at
night. Among the slaves Harriet rescued
were her parents and some of her siblings.
CD part 4

Because of her injury and her reputation12
for causing problems, Harriet’s owners could
not sell her. To get her away from them
they often rented her to other plantations
in Maryland. In 1849 Harriet and two of her
brothers were sent to another plantation
for two weeks. One Saturday evening she
ran away. She chose Saturday because
there were no newspapers on Sunday so
there would be no news of her escape until
Monday. She took her brothers with her but
they became afraid and went back.

CD part 6

Part 5

Spying for the Union
During the American Civil War Harriet
worked as a spy and a guide for the Union
army (the Northern army). The information
she gave the army was very useful and
helped win battles. Harriet often went into
Southern cities pretending16 to be a slave.
Harriet was very famous after the war
when it was safe to tell the world what
she had done. Books were written about
her and she was invited to speak in
different cities.

CD part 5

What happened when
she met her former owner
on a spying mission?

Vocabulary
slavery [ ˈsleɪvəri] – otroctví
slave [ sleɪv] – otrok
county [ˈkaʊnti] – okres
plantation [ plɑːnˈteɪʃn] – plantáž
sibling [ ˈsɪblɪŋ] – sourozenec
to be whipped, whipping [wɪpt ˈwɪpɪŋ] –
být zbičován, výprask
7 to talk back – odmlouvat
8 master [ˈmɑːstə(r)] – pán
9 injustice [ɪnˈdʒʌstɪs] – nespravedlnost
10 weight [ weɪt] – závaží
11 skull [ skʌl] – lebka
12 reputation [ repjuˈteɪʃn] – pověst
13 swamp [swɒmp] – močál
14 to abolish [ əˈbɒlɪʃ] – zrušit
15 conductor [kənˈdʌktə(r] – průvodčí, průvodce
16 to pretend [ prɪˈtend] – předstírat
17 equal rights [iːkwəl ˈraɪts] – stejná práva
18 to found [ faʊnd] – založit
19 pneumonia [ njuːˈməʊniə] – zápal plic
20 off the tracks [træks] – z kolejí, mimo koleje
1
2
3
4
5
6
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B1 Pop Science

CD

Tracks 8–9

Answering Life’s Most Important Questions

But Why
Every kid asks lots of questions,
often about the most pointless1
things. Mostly, the answers
are “I don’t know”, “Ask your
mother” or “Because it is.
Now eat your vegetables.”
Eventually, we stop asking. It’s
a shame2, because even the
silliest questions can lead to
fascinating answers.
Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)

What did
dinosaurs
sound like?
The dinosaurs in the Jurassic Park films
make a big range3 of noises. Most of these
were made by mixing different modern
animal noises and then playing with them
on a computer. The Tyrannosaur’s roar4
was the noise of a baby elephant, slowed
down to make it deeper. Several dino noises
were various animals trying to have sex.
But did dinosaurs actually sound like this?
Palaeontologists now think that dinosaurs
sounded more like birds (not surprisingly,
as all birds are descended from5 dinosaurs).
If you’re thinking cute6 little songbirds,
though – stop. The bird kingdom is big and
there is a wide range of sounds, and the
dino range was surely just as wide. The
only one we’re fairly sure about, though,
is Parasaurolophus tubicen. Thanks to
a strange hollow7 bone on its head, this guy
could make a loud, deep honk8 a bit like
a ship at sea. More recently, scientists were
able to “reconstruct” a Tyrannosaurus rex’s
voice. They think it made a sort of deep
hum9 or a knock-knock-knock sound.
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It's

keep calm

hard work

and breathe

today!

deeply.

Why do some
foods make
us fart 10?

Our body makes enzymes, which are
(putting it simply) chemical tools that cut
our food into useful molecules. However,
some of the nutrients that we need,
especially fibre13, are very difficult to digest,
and our enzymes can’t do the job.

Every British school child knows the rhyme
that begins, “Beans, beans, good for your
heart / The more you eat, the more you
fart.” It’s true, too: beans and several other
foods do make us fart more (some of us
more than others). But why?

When we eat these foods, they get digested
lower down – and the hard work is done for
us by bacteria in our intestines14. That’s all
good news! Without these bacteria, we’d
soon get sick from malnutrition15. When the
bacteria go to work, they make gases… and
these escape as farts. As the rhyme says,
“The more you fart, the better you feel / So
let’s eat beans with every meal!”

Our digestive system11 has lots of ways of
turning food into energy and nutrients12.

Why do we
scratch16 an
itch17?
We’ve all been told “It’ll only get worse
if you scratch it.” On the other hand,
scratching is common across many kinds of
animals, which is a very good sign that it’s
important. What’s going on?
There are many things that can make
us itch: a spot18 or sore19, damage from
a plant toxin20, or the touch of an insect.
Scratching can move away insects or other
small parasites. Scratching also starts an
immune response in your skin, helping to
repair damage from insects or plants.
Scratching also causes a small amount of
pain, and this makes our brains produce
the “pleasure chemical” serotonin, which
makes the pain (and the itching) go away.
However, scratching too much makes
things worse. The immune response in your
skin should help your body to fight toxins.
Part of this response, though, is producing
a chemical called histamine. Histamine
makes you itch even more, which makes
you scratch more, which makes your body
produce histamine… and so on. This is
called the itch-scratch cycle, and it’s very
frustrating! Scratch too much, and you can
break the skin, possibly causing infection.

Who will
scratch me?!

Which
is heavier,
the Earth or
the sky?
This is a great question because it’s
got a simple answer that’s wrong, and
a right answer that’s stupid. First, the
simple answer. “The sky” is the Earth’s
atmosphere. It’s made of very light
stuff like nitrogen (N) and oxygen (O),
but it’s very big, so it’s heavier than
you might expect: its mass21 is about
5,150,000,000,000,000,000kg. “The
Earth”, though, has a mass of about
6,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000kg.
So, obviously, the answer is: the Earth.
Except… An object like a bowling ball has
mass, and the mass is always the same.
Its weight22, though, depends on where
it is and how it’s moving. It’s heavier on
Earth than on the moon, and heavier on
the moon than on the International Space
Station. It’s also heavier if you’re holding it
at the end of your arm and turning round in
circles (try it, but not near me please).
Like a bowling ball on the ground, the
Earth’s atmosphere is resting on the
Earth, held there by gravity. In other
words, “the sky” really does weigh
5,150,000,000,000,000,000kg. But what’s
the Earth resting on? Nothing! It’s flying
through space. Like a bowling ball on the
International Space Station, it is literally
weightless23. So the right answer is: the sky
is heavier than the Earth.

Task
1

Could you explain in your
own words the answers to the
questions? You can underline
the most relevant information.

2

Here are some common “why”
questions from Google. Do you
know the answers to them?
Why is the sky blue?
Why do dogs eat grass?
Why do we yawn (= zívat)?

Vocabulary
pointless [ˈpɔɪntləs] – zbytečný
it’s a shame [ ʃeɪm] – je to škoda
range [ reɪndʒ] – škála
roar [ rɔː(r)] – řev
to be descended from [dɪˈsendɪd] –
pocházet z
6 cute [kjuːt] – roztomilý
7 hollow [ˈhɒləʊ] – dutý
8 honk [ hɒŋk] – troubení
9 hum [ hʌm] – hučení
10 to fart [ fɑːt] – prdět
11 digestive system
[daɪˈdʒestɪv sɪstəm] – trávicí trakt
12 nutrient [ˈnjuːtriənt] – živina
13 fibre [ˈfaɪbə(r)] – vláknina
14 intestines [ɪnˈtestɪnz] – střeva
15 malnutrition [ mælnjuˈtrɪʃn] –
podvýživa
16 to scratch [skrætʃ] – škrábat
17 itch [ɪtʃ] – svědění
18 spot [spɒt] – pupínek
19 sore [sɔː(r)] – ranka
20 toxin [ˈtɒksɪn] – jed
21 mass [ mæs] – hmotnost
22 weight [weɪt] – tíha
23 weightless [ˈweɪtləs] – beztížný
1
2
3
4
5
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a2–b1 Fun

Kee
!
g
p Smilin

Liam Peach (UK)

Well, there hasn’t really been much to smile about lately, has there? But summer is
coming and maybe we can start to feel a bit more optimistic. And even if you aren’t
feeling too positive, sometimes just making yourself smile can improve your mood.
And seeing someone smile can often have the same effect. So here we have some
celebrity smiles to brighten1 your day. Do you know who each smile belongs to?

1

2

This singer might say Don’t Smile at Me,
and doesn’t smile too much herself,
perhaps preferring to be the Bad Guy.
That’s a shame2 though, because she
certainly has a Lovely smile.

4

With a song called Can’t Feel my Face,
it sounds like this musician has been
to the dentist recently! Hopefully, we
will see his smile not only on Saturday
and Sunday, but every day.

7

Singer, songwriter, actor – this stylish
young man’s career is certainly not
just going in one direction.

10

A hard man with a great smile, nowadays
he is famous for being in a film series
about a pretty unusual game.
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3

Once you see this star’s strange smile, you’ll
never forget it! Why does he have one
tooth directly in the middle of his mouth?
It’s no Mission Impossible to find out the
reason though. Like many Hollywood
celebs he’s had a lot of dental work3, but
maybe he should find a better dentist!

5

6

This guy’s smile is just magic.

She might not feel like smiling much at
the moment because she is going through
a divorce4, but at least she has all her
family around her and they will be sure
to be keeping up her spirits5. They will
probably make a TV show about it too.

This pretty woman may have the most
famous smile in Hollywood.

8

9

Is he the greatest ever? There are
certainly many opinions about that, but
people in Turin are sure he is the clear
winner when it comes to smiles.

This pop queen was once the most followed
person on Instagram. That is certainly
something to smile about! She also recently
won a “cybersmile” award – not for her
gorgeous grin6, but actually for helping in
the fight against cyberbullying7.

Vocabulary
1 to brighten [ˈbraɪtn] – zlepšit
2 shame [ ʃeɪm] – škoda
3 dental work [ ˈdentl wɜːk] –
zubařský zákrok
4 divorce [ dɪˈvɔːs] – rozvod

5 to keep up sb’s spirits [ˈspɪrɪts] –
udržet někoho v dobré náladě
6 gorgeous grin [ˈɡɔːdʒəs ɡrɪn] –
nádherný úsměv
7 cyberbullying [ ˈsaɪbəbʊliɪŋ] – kyberšikana

a2–b1 Fun

Computer Romance Tips

Also in the

News

A pick-up line is
something you say to
a stranger when you
want to attract them
but don’t have great
conversational skills.
They are usually
pretty embarrassing.
For example, “There’s
something wrong
with my mobile
phone. It doesn’t have your number in it.” A scientist
wondered if a computer could do better. She asked the
biggest and best machine learning programs to invent
new chat-up lines10. I’m sure they’d work – aren’t you?
Learn them now, and when we are free to meet new
people again, you’ll be ready to impress11 them.

Here are some funny bits from the
news that will make you laugh.

I’m losing my voice from all the screaming12
your hotness13 is causing me to do.

I love you. I don’t care if you’re a doggo* in a trenchcoat*.

Your eyes are like two rainbows and a rainbow of eyes.

Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)

What’s in a Name?

Zoom Revolutionary

You are a thing and I like you.

Glossary
doggo – an informal term for a dog
trenchcoat – a long coat

 Language Point
to be likely to + verb – this
expression is used to talk about
things which are probable

There’s a theory that people
whose name has a meaning are
likely to get jobs connected to
that meaning. It’s more likely to
be coincidence1 – there are a lot of
people and a lot of jobs. But still,
it’s funny to meet a neurosurgeon2
called Dr Brain, a doctor called Dr
Docktor, a racing driver called Scott
Speed, a chef called Tom Kitchin
or a champion tree climber called
Scott Forest (and yes, those are all
real). A nice example went viral
earlier this year, when a UK chain
store3 called Shoe Zone announced
that one of its bosses was quitting4.
The guy who was leaving was
named Peter Foot – and he was
being replaced by Terry Boot.

If you wanted a revolution, how would you do
it? Marching5 in the streets? Guillotines, maybe?
Or perhaps an app? Zoom Escaper is designed to
bring down capitalism by helping people escape
from Zoom meetings. The app works by making
it annoying to talk to you. It can make it seem
that you have a bad internet connection, for
example. Or it can make fake background noises
like drilling6 (“Oh, I’m sorry about the noise.
There are builders next door.”), barking7 dogs
or crying babies. There are even embarrassing
noises, like someone going to the loo8.
The person who made it is very serious. “My
hope with Zoom Escaper is that people use
it to escape Zoom calls and do less work,”
he says. He’s also made another program
that constantly9 searches for Zoom on your
computer and deletes it. And before you ask,
no, it doesn’t work with Google Classroom.

Vocabulary
1 coincidence [kəʊˈɪnsɪdəns] –
náhoda
2 neurosurgeon [ˈnjʊərəʊsɜːdʒən] –
neurochirurg
3 chain store [ˈtʃeɪn stɔː(r)] –
obchodní řetězec
4 to quit [ kwɪt] – skončit v práci
5 to march [mɑːtʃ] –
pochodovat na protest
6 drilling [ ˈdrɪlɪŋ] – vrtání
7 to bark [ bɑːk] – štěkat
8 loo [luː] – záchod
9 constantly [ˈkɒnstəntli] – neustále
10 chat-up lines [ ˈtʃæt ʌp laɪnz] –
věty na balení, namluvení
11 to impress [ɪmˈpres] – zapůsobit
12 to scream [skriːm] – křičet
13 hotness [ ˈhɒtnəs] –
atraktivita, krása
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A2–B1 TV series

Getting to the Top

Teenage Fears

Georgia is a young mother with
a dark past. With her teenage
daughter Ginny and her young
son Austin, she moves to
Wellsbury, a small, rich town
in Massachusetts on the east
coast of the US, to start a new
life. But things don’t go exactly
as planned.

Like many teenagers, Ginny
is insecure. She uses her
intelligence and popularity
to hide how she really feels.
Although she easily makes
friends, she lives in fear of
losing them. When no one is
looking, she harms herself 10
using a lighter11. And she’s not
alone in feeling insecure. All the
girls in her group try hard to
show how confident they are,
but secretly fear losing their
place in their social circles.

Georgia is a strong, fun and
attractive widow2 with two
dead husbands, who expects to
receive a big inheritance3 soon.
Her daughter Ginny is smart,
lonely, angry and insecure4.
They both quickly become
part of the town’s community
and at first the future seems
bright, but soon Georgia’s past
catches up with her when
a private investigator 5 is hired
to look into the death of her
second husband. Even though
there is no proof 6 that Georgia
was involved, she becomes
a suspect7.

Teenage Troubles
As much as she wants to, Ginny
cannot really help her mother.
For one thing, she has her
own problems. Though she
quickly becomes friends with
other girls at school and starts
dating8 a popular classmate,
things get complicated when
she secretly falls in love with
her friend’s brother.
Of course, this is only one
of many secrets the show’s
characters are hiding. One by
one, the secrets all come out
as the series goes on, showing
a truth we can all relate to:
even people who seem strong
and successful have problems.

When the
Past Catches
Up With You

Ginny
&
Georgia
Some people have called the
latest Netflix hit Ginny & Georgia
a combination of Gilmore Girls,
How to Get Away with Murder and
Thirteen Reasons Why. Those are three
very different shows, so what is it
really about?

Glossary

Three Main Issues
The series focuses on a lot of issues from everyday
American life.

Though she lives in a rich town, Georgia comes
from a poor family (the kind that some unkind rich
people sometimes refer to as “trailer trash”*) and
gets pregnant when she is only 15. Her goal in life
is to become rich and take care of her family, and
she does everything she can to achieve it – even if
it means pretending to be someone else.

Racism
Despite being popular, Ginny still has to deal with
racism. As a mixed-race person (half black, half
white) she doesn’t completely fit in9 with her white
friends, who sometimes behave in a way that makes
her feel bad about herself for looking different.
Gate May-June 2021

Ginny & Georgia might seem
like the kind of show you
wouldn’t want to watch with
your parents, but it’s actually
a great family show. Everyone’s
point of view is represented.
It might actually help them
learn about your problems, and
help you learn about theirs.

Josef Šorm (CZ), Liam Peach (UK)

Rich and Poor
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Something for
Everybody

trailer trash – an offensive term to
describe poor white people from a low
social class; a trailer is a mobile home

Vocabulary
1 when the past catches up with you –
když tě dožene minulost
2 widow [ ˈwɪdəʊ] – vdova
3 inheritance [ɪnˈherɪtəns] – dědictví
4 insecure [ ɪnsɪˈkjʊə(r)] – nejistá
5 private investigator
[praɪvət ɪnˈvestɪɡeɪtə(r)] –
soukromý detektiv
6 proof [ pruːf] – důkaz
7 suspect [ˈsʌspekt] – podezřelá
8 to date sb [ deɪt] – chodit s někým
9 to fit in [fɪt ˈɪn] – zapadnout
10 to harm oneself [ hɑːm] –
sebepoškozovat se
11 lighter [ˈlaɪtə(r)] – zapalovač

A2–B1 PUZZLE

Garden
The

C

Only one thing can go in
each square on the map.
Some squares will be empty
except for grass.

E

Ari has these things to put
in the garden and must
use all of them: an apple tree,
a table, two chairs, six hedge
bushes2, four irises3, three
tulips, two rose bushes, and
nine path tiles4.

R

Nothing but grass can
be in the eight spaces
around the apple tree. It needs
lots of space.

Ryan Lereve (US)

Ari is designing a new back garden, but
there are some very exact1 rules about
what can go where. Can you help? Read
the rules and draw or write the names
of the things in each square.

L

T

The path must start at
the door and it must be
symmetrical.

The chairs should face
each other across the
table. Nothing can be north or
south of the table or chairs, so
there’s room to use them.

V

The path tiles must all
be connected, but one
path tile can be next to more
than one other path tile.

B

The six hedge bushes
must be against the wall
of the house.

K

The irises and tulips must
be in a line, and they must
alternate5.

J

The northeast and
northwest corners of the
garden should have irises in
them.

U

The rose bushes must
each be next to one path
tile and one iris.

F

Ari wants the table to
be in the sun in the
morning and the shade6 in the
afternoon. The apple tree is tall
enough to create the shade.

note The top of the page is north.

C ompetition
Can you figure out what goes where? Send your garden designs
to competition@bridge-online.cz, Subject: Garden, by May 31st.
Three of you will win little prizes from Bridge Publishing House.
Don’t forget to include your name and address.

Vocabulary
1
2
3
4
5
6

exact [ɪɡˈzækt] – přesný
hedge bush [ ˈhedʒ bʊʃ] – keř na živý plot
iris [ ˈaɪrɪs] – kosatec
path tile [pɑːθ ˈtaɪl] – dlaždice na cestu
to alternate [ˈɔːltəneɪt] – střídat se
shade [ ʃeɪd] – stín (místo bez slunce)
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a2–b1 Pop Culture

Look Who’s
Famous, Too
Lots of today’s young
celebrities are actually
the children of famous
parents. Who knew?
Here are a few who
have followed in their
parents’ footsteps1.
Jackie Fox (New Zealand)

Discuss

Maya Hawke

Bronny James

actress

b a s k e t b a l l p l ay e r

Maya Hawke is a 22-year-old
actress and the daughter of two
famous actors. Her father is Ethan
Hawke and her mother is Uma
Thurman. Her parents met on the
set2 of the 1997 film Gattaca.
Like her mother, Maya first started
working as a model before she
started acting. Her first acting role
was in the BBC miniseries Little
Women in 2017. Her breakout3
role was Robin Buckley in the
third season of the TV series
Stranger Things. Robin is Steve
Harrington’s colleague from the ice
cream shop who helps the gang
find out what is happening under
the mall. And while acting is still her
main career, she has also started
singing. Her debut album Blush was
released4 last year.
She said in the beginning she
wasn’t sure if it was a good idea
to enter the same career as her
parents. But because of them she
was able to make the right decision.
And most of all, she realised acting
was the thing that she was the best
at, and it was the thing that made
her happiest.

Bronny James is the son of the
American basketball player LeBron
James. He is 16 years old and
already doing very well at high
school basketball. He stood out5
even at the age of 9 when his skills
made him a star on YouTube. In
fact, Bronny’s father said recruiters6
were already offering his son
scholarships7 at the age of 10. But
he wants Bronny’s studies to come
first, saying: “That’s what’s most
important: school, home and being
the best big brother he can be.”
And Bronny clearly looks up to8 his
dad. He surprised him by choosing
to wear the number 23 jersey9, the
same as his dad’s, in his honour10.
Bronny also takes after11 his father
in height. But at only 1.88 metres
tall he still has a little way to go
to catch up to12 his 2.06-metretall father!
Although Bronny is too young for
the NBA right now, it’s looking good
for the future. Even his father says
the “greatest achievement13” of his
life would be to play on the same
court as his son in the NBA one day.

Kaia Gerber
model

Kaia Gerber is a 19-year-old model. The model genes14
are strong in her family. Her mother is Cindy Crawford,
one of the supermodels of the 1990s, and her father is
businessman Rande Gerber. He was also a model when
he was younger.
Kaia’s first job was at the age of 10 for Young Versace.
At 16 she made her debut15 on the catwalk16. After that
came cosmetics contracts17 and magazine covers. In
2018 she even won Model of the Year at the British
Fashion Awards.
Kaia didn’t have to look for modelling work – the
offers came to her. It helped that she looks a lot like
her mother. Since she was very young, people have
commented on how she is the spitting image18 of Cindy,
but Kaia doesn’t mind the comparisons. In fact she says
it is: “the biggest compliment19” she could receive.

Why do you think the career of parents
influences the career choice of their children?
Would you like to do the same job as your
parents? Why? Why not?
Do you know of any other children of famous
parents?

Vocabulary
1 to follow in sb’s footsteps [ˈfʊtsteps] –
jít v něčích stopách
2 on the set [set] – při natáčení
3 breakout role [ˈbreɪkaʊt rəʊl] –
role, kterou herec prorazil
4 to release [rɪˈliːs] – vydat
5 to stand out – vynikat
6 recruiter [rɪˈkruːtə(r)] – náborový pracovník
7 scholarship [ ˈskɒləʃɪp] – stipendium
8 to look up to sb – k někomu vzhlížet
9 jersey [ˈdʒɜːzi] – dres
10 in sb’s honour [ ˈɒnə(r)] – na něčí počest
11 to take after sb – být po někom
12 to catch up to sb – dohnat někoho
13 achievement [əˈtʃiːvmənt] – úspěch
14 gene [dʒiːn] – gen
15 debut [ deɪbjuː ˈdebjuː] – debut, první vystoupení
16 catwalk [ˈkætwɔːk] – přehlídkové molo
17 contract [ˈkɒntrækt] – smlouva
18 spitting image [spɪtɪŋ ˈɪmɪdʒ] –
velice podobná, jako by z oka vypadla
19 compliment [ˈkɒmplɪmənt] – pochvala
20 to make a big mark [ mɑːk] – proslavit se
21 feed [fiːd] – příspěvky

Maude Apatow
actress/writer

Maude Apatow is the daughter of
writer-director Judd Apatow and
actress Leslie Mann. She started
acting in her father’s films. Her first
role was in The 40-Year-Old Virgin
when she was only 7 years old – but
none of her scenes made it into the
final film. So the first role where she
actually appeared on screen was in
Knocked Up two years later. Now she
has a role in the series Euphoria and
has acted in movies such as The King
of Staten Island and Other People.
She also made a big mark20 early
on as a writer. When she was 14,

her funny Twitter feed21 became
popular. It led to an offer to write
for the Hello Giggles website. Then
she did interviews with stars like
One Direction and Rebel Wilson for
Teen Vogue. And in 2017 she cowrote and co-directed a short film.
But she realises that she has
advantages because of her parents.
As she says: “I am lucky to have
opportunities because of my
parents.” At the same time she
is trying to make her own way
without them.
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a2–B1 Sport

CD

Tracks 10–15

tf

Activities

In

e
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Whether you enjoy sports on land, on sea or in
the air, there’s always room for more adventure.
Maybe your next step, jump or dive1 into the
exciting world of extreme sports is below.
Damien Galeone (US)

Wingsuit Flying

Zorbing
Zorbing was invented in New Zealand,
when someone got inside a translucent2
plastic bubble and rolled down a hill.
It was probably quite fun, so people
kept doing it. Zorbing allows a person
to go downhill really fast without
smashing3 their head or breaking their
leg. They might just get dizzy4 and throw
up5 – but hopefully after they get out of
the ball. Still, people go pretty far and
pretty fast. The world zorbing record
for distance is 570m and the fastest
ride is 52 kilometers per hour. If that
sounds too boring, try zorbing on water
or “water walking”, which sounds fun and
kind of Biblical.

On Lan
Sandboarding

d

Sandboarding is similar to snowboarding, but without
the cold and wet. Sandboarders go down a sand hill
or dune on a sandboard or a skateboard deck6. The
record speed for sandboarders is over 82kph, well
below the speed record for snowboarding, which
is 203kph. So it’s perfect if you live near the desert
and want a calmer alternative to snowboarding. You
won’t go too fast or get wet, but you probably won’t
enjoy your hot chocolate afterwards as much.
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For those who think simple skydiving7 is
too boring, there’s always wingsuit flying.
Wingsuit flyers wear special aerodynamic*
suits called squirrel8 suits, so-called because
they look like a flying squirrel’s wing
membrane. They jump out of an airplane
or off a cliff9 and fly horizontally at speeds
of up to 180–225kph before opening
their parachutes. The record distance of
a wingsuit flight is an incredible 32km
and the record duration10 is more than
9 minutes. Be warned: wingsuit flying is
very dangerous with estimates11 suggesting
that 1 in 500 wingsuit flyers will be seriously
injured. So if you try it, don’t tell your mom.

Task

Discuss

Are the following sentences true or false?

1

Water zorbing is mentioned in the Bible.

2

Sandboarding is faster than snowboarding.

3

Wingsuit suits are known as squirrel suits
because they look like a flying squirrel’s wings.

4

Wingsuit flying can be quite risky.

5

The longest hot-air balloon flight
was from Northern Canada to Japan.

6

Australian Herbert Nitsch is known
as the deepest man in the world.

7

Kiteboarders can travel at over 100kph.

Hot-Air
Ballooning

Water
In the

If wingsuits are too extreme,
maybe hot-air ballooning is
more your speed. Balloonists fly
in a basket attached to12 a large
nylon or polyester balloon. The
pilot flies the balloon by firing
a burner13 that shoots flames14
into the mouth of the balloon to
heat the air inside. This allows
the balloon to go up and down,
but except for that the pilot can’t
steer15 too well. For this reason,
they must know the weather
conditions and rely on16 the wind.
Hot-air ballooning is considered
the safest air sport and fatalities17
in accidents are rare. What
balloons lack in adrenaline,
they make up for in height and
distance. The record height of
a hot-air balloon is 21,290 metres
and in January 1991 the longest
flight was completed by the
Virgin Pacific Flyer which traveled
7,672km from Japan to Northern
Canada. So get a balloonist’s
license and stop buying those
expensive airline tickets.

→ Solutions in the tf

Which of these sports have you
tried / would you like to try?
Can you write other sports for
each category: air, water and land?

Glossary
aerodynamic – shaped to move
quickly through the air

Vocabulary
dive [ daɪv] – ponor, potápění
translucent [trænzˈluːsnt] – průhledný
to smash [ smæʃ] – rozbít si
to get dizzy [ˈdɪzi] – mít závrať
to throw up [ θrəʊ ˈʌp] – zvracet
deck [dek] – prkno
skydiving [ ˈskaɪdaɪvɪŋ] –
seskoky padákem
8 squirrel [ ˈskwɪrəl] – veverka
9 cliff [klɪf] – útes
10 duration [ djuˈreɪʃn] – trvání
11 estimate [ˈestɪmət] – odhad
12 attached to sth [əˈtætʃt] –
připoutaný k něčemu
13 burner [ ˈbɜːnə(r)] – hořák
14 flame [fleɪm] – plamen
15 to steer [stɪə(r)] – řídit
16 to rely on sth [rɪˈlaɪ ɒn] –
spoléhat na něco
17 fatality [fəˈtæləti ] – smrtelné zranění
18 weight belt [ˈweɪt belt] –
zátěžový opasek
19 buoy [bɔɪ (BrE), ˈbuːi (AmE)] – bójka
20 harness [ ˈhɑːnɪs] – postroj
21 kite [kaɪt] – tažný drak
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Freediving
Can you hold your breath and swim to the bottom of
a swimming pool? If so, you might be a natural free diver.
Island peoples have long practiced freediving to collect
food or things like pearls from the ocean floor. Nowadays,
freediving usually involves diving as deep as possible without
any sort of breathing equipment. Some free divers use
weight belts18 to help them get deep into the ocean and then
a buoy19 to help them get back to the surface. The current
world depth record is 253.2 meters, held by Austrian Herbert
Nitsch, who is called “the deepest man in the world”.

Kiteboarding
If you like air and water sports, perhaps you should try
kiteboarding. The kiteboarder rides a board (sort of like
a wakeboard) attached by a harness20 to a “power” kite21.
These kites use the wind to pull the kiteboarder up into the
air or along the waves. The highest jump using a kiteboard
is an amazing 34.8 meters and the longest hang time (time
in the air) is 22 seconds! The record for kiteboarding speed
is 107kph. Some people kiteboard great distances. Francisco
Lufinha travelled 874km from Lisbon towards Madeira.
It took him 47 hours and 37 minutes.
Gate May-June 2021
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A2–B1 Language / Grammar

Final
Review
You’ve done battle with grammar all year, and congratulations,
you’ve made it this far. Hopefully, you’ve picked up a few things
along the way, because now you’re going to need them! It’s time
to face your last grammar enemy, the Final Review. Are you
ready? Let the Battle Begin!
Liam Peach (UK)

Round one

R o u n d t hr e e

Making Questions

Gerund and Infinitives

GAPFILL

COMPLETE

Fill in the missing words:
1

What video games ____________ you play the
most?

2

Where ____________ they go on holiday last
year?

3

____________ your grandmother ever seen
Friends?

4

____________ you joking?

5

____________ he wearing that to the party?

Finish the sentences with your own ideas. For each
one, use a gerund (verb+ing), or to+infinitive.
1

Can you imagine
_______________________________________ ?

2

I really miss
_______________________________________ .

3

I have decided
_______________________________________ .

Round two
Present Perfect and Past Simple

4

It is expensive
_______________________________________ .

5

I would like
_______________________________________ .

C orrect
Correct the mistakes in the use of
the present perfect and past simple.
1

She has gone to the shop yesterday.

2

Martin’s my best friend. We have met in 2018
and were friends since then.

3

Have you finished your dinner? No, I haven’t
eaten it all already.

4

Thomas Edison has invented many different
things.

5

I has never drunk an energy drink.

Round four
Subject / Verb Agreement

RIGHT OR WRONG?
Are the sentences right or wrong?
Correct the wrong ones.
1

My jeans is really old.

2

Mathematics is my favourite subject.

3

The United States are the
world’s richest country.

4

These rice are very tasty!

5

A: Why aren’t you wearing your glasses?
B: They are broken.
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Round five

Round seven

Prepositions of Place

Spelling

CHOOSE

ODD ONE OUT

Choose the right option for
each sentence: in, on, or at.

One word in each set is misspelled. Which one?

1

Everton football club is located
IN / ON / AT Liverpool.

2

They put the poster IN / ON / AT the
door so everybody would see it.

3

Turn left IN / ON / AT the post office
and keep going for 100 metres.

4

She’s been living IN / ON / AT Iceland
for three years now.

5

All guests must leave their keys IN / ON / AT
reception when they go out.

1

A

believe

B

species

C

field

D

reciept

2

A

beginner

B

hotter

C

listenner

D

broccoli

3

A

replacement

B

happyness

C

copying

D

dying

4

A

calender

B

government

C

advertisement

D

foreign

5

A

coffee

B

address

C

balloon

D

accommoddation

Round six

bonus

Articles

Can you correct the spelling mistakes in these signs?

C AT E G O R I S E
Put the rules in the correct place in the table.
A / An

The

No Article

1

We use this when we speak about a singular,
countable noun for the first time.

2

We use this with a plural or uncountable noun
when speaking generally about something.

3

We use this when it is clear what thing we
mean because there is only one of them,
or because we mentioned it before.

4

We use this with the names
of mountain ranges.

5

We use this when we are speaking about
something we don’t know anything about, or
if it doesn’t matter which particular thing it is.

Breakfast
Launch
Dinner
How did you do?
30–35 points

YOU WIN! Congratulations, you are a grammar champion!

20–29 points

GAME OVER! So close, but not quite! Try again, you’ll get
it next time.

10–19 points

GAME OVER! Not bad, but you’re going to need some
more practice.

0–9 points

GAME OVER! I’m afraid you’ll have to go back to the
beginning and start again.

Ask your teacher for
the solutions in the TF.
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Activities

CD

Tracks 16–17

A2–B1 Pronunciation

English
Words
That
Are
Hard
To
Pronounce
zuzana sklenková (CZ)

Liam Peach (UK)

cd Task
Here are some commonly mispronounced words. Do
you know how to pronounce them? Say the words
the way you think they are pronounced and then
compare your pronunciation with the recording on
the CD. Repeat the example sentences as well.

English pronunciation is hard for
speakers of other languages ( just
the word pronunciation [prəˌnʌnsiˈeɪʃn]
might be hard for you to say). The
reason for this is that English is not
a phonetic language, so words are often not
pronounced the way they are spelt. But don’t worry,
even native speakers have difficulty pronouncing
some words. We probably each have a word we
can’t get right or have learnt incorrectly. Mine was
ability, which I kept pronouncing as [eiˈbɪləti]. Do you
know what the correct pronunciation is?
Pronunciation Tips

1

Fruit and vegetables Experts say you should eat
five portions of fruit and vegetables every day.

2

Lettuce To make a salad you usually
need to start with a head of lettuce.

3

Recipe When you cook, do you like to
follow a recipe or make it up as you go?

4

Receipt Keep the receipt so you
can return it if it’s the wrong size.

5

Height In the UK, the average height is five foot
nine for men and five foot three for women.

5 [haɪt] Height doesn’t rhyme with

6

Penguin Penguins can’t fly, but
they are excellent swimmers.

6 [ˈpeŋɡwɪn] The “e” in penguin is the same as in egg and

7

Wolf Have you ever heard the
story of the boy who cried wolf?

8

Queue We’ve been in this queue
for hours! When will we get inside?

9

Schedule I’ve written a strict sightseeing schedule
for our holiday – we need to see everything.

10

Comfortable Make yourself comfortable
and I’ll be with you in just a minute.

1

[fruːt] [ˈvedʒ(ə)təblz] The word fruit is pronounced without
the -i- in the middle as [fru:t]. The second “e” in vegetables is
either a short, unstressed sound [ə] or is not pronounced at
all. The “a” is also unstressed (it doesn’t sound like “tables”!).

2 [ˈletɪs] There’s no “u” sound in the word lettuce. It’s the same

“i” as in “thin”. The middle “t” sound is changed to a “d” in AmE.

3 [ˈresəpi] The “e” at the end of recipe sounds like the

end of tea and bee. The stress is on the first syllable.

4 [rɪˈsiːt] The -p- is silent, so don’t say it at

all it. The stress is on the second syllable.
hate but with night and fight.

empty. You might see some smiles if you say [ˈpiŋɡwɪn]!

7

[wʊlf] Wolf doesn’t rhyme with golf. The -o is like the -oo- in
good or book. And never pronounce the “w” as a “v”.

8 [kjuː] If you want to get this word right, just
say the name of the first letter: Q [kjuː].

9 BrE [ˈʃedjuːl] AmE [ˈskedʒuːl] The typical British

pronunciation of this word is with a sh-sound like in
shop. Americans prefer a hard k-sound, like in school.

10 [ˈkʌmf(ə)təbl] Do not pronounce the -or- in the

middle of this word. It is either a short, unstressed
sound [ə] or is not pronounced at all. The “a” is
also unstressed. It’s very similar to “vegetable”.
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